Postgraduate Programmes

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY / MASTER OF PHILOSOPHY
1. Communication
2. Anthropology and Sociology
3. Geography
4. Development Science
5. History
6. Political Science
7. Strategy and Security Studies
8. Psychology
9. Social Work
10. Malay Language Studies
11. Malay Literature
12. Arts Performance and Management
13. English Language Studies
14. Postcolonial Literature in English Language
15. Linguistics
16. Environmental Management

Mode of Study: by Research Only

MASTER OF ARTS
1. Malay Language Studies*
2. Malay Literature*
3. Arts Performance and Management*
4. Malaysian History*
5. English Language Studies
6. Postcolonial Literatures in English Language
7. Industrial and Organisational Psychology*

Mode of Study: Course Work
* Conducted in Malay Language Only

MASTER OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
1. Anthropology and Sociology*
2. Geography*
3. Development Science*
4. Political Science*
5. Strategy and Security Analysis*
6. Linguistics*
7. Counselling Psychology*
8. Communication Management*
9. Human Development*
10. East Asia Studies
11. Corruption Studies (UKM – SPRM)*

Mode of Study: Course Work
* Conducted in Malay Language Only

MASTER IN ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
Mode of Study: Research; Course Work (Conducted in Malay Language Only)

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION TO THE PROGRAMMES
MASTER PROGRAMMES BY COURSEWORK

• A Bachelor degree with honours in the relevant field from Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia or any institutions of higher learning recognized by the Government of Malaysia; or
• Other qualifications equivalent to a Bachelor degree with other experience in a related field recognized by the SENATE of UKM; and
• Other requirements as stipulated in the Graduate Studies Act, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION TO THE PROGRAMMES
MASTER OF PHILOSOPHY AND DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

• A Master degree from Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia or any other institutions of higher learning recognized by the Government of Malaysia with minimum 3.5 CGPA; or
• Other qualifications equivalent to a Master’s degree (in a relevant field) with other relevant experience in a related field recognized by the SENATE of UKM; and
• A research proposal in the intended field of study.

LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS (WHEN APPLYING) FOR FOREIGN STUDENTS

English Language: TOEFL 550 or IELTS Band 6

FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES
www.fssk.ukm.my